
                                                      

STREET INTERVENTION TEAM 

 OVERVIEW OF IMPACT TO THE COMMUNITY

OVERVIEW

Merseyside Fire & Rescue Service (MFRS) has been funded by the Sefton Safer Community Safety 

Partnership to provide an Outreach Team in Sefton since November 2018. The aims of the Outreach Team 

are to engage with young people on the streets of Sefton, to reduce anti-social behaviour and to provide 

reassurance to local residents. 

MFRS subsequently recruited and trained a number of personnel to establish a team and have supported 

the initiative by financing all other on-costs, such as; uniforms, vehicles, fuel, management time, admin 

etc…

The Street Intervention Team are deployed every Friday evening (5pm-9pm) and also on additional nights 

during school holidays and the Bonfire period. There are 3 people deployed every shift.

Deployment is made dependant on intelligence received by a number of partner agencies:

 Merseyside Police

 Local Councillors

 MFRS Arson Advocate

 Registered Housing Providers

 Partner Agencies (Parks, Green Spaces & Coastal Team) 

When engaging with young people on the streets, the Street Intervention Team offer Information, Advice 

and Guidance and provide a referral service to other agencies which include: -

 Drug & Alcohol Service -  Addaction

 Youth Provision (local youth centres, boxing clubs, football clubs, youth courses etc...)

 Princes Trust Volunteer Programme - MFRS

 Fire Cadets - MFRS

Whilst on deployment, staff will report to the appropriate authorities any issues they encounter which may 

include: -



 Fly tipping

 Faulty street lighting

 Overflowing skips

 Burnt out cars

 Scrambler bikes

 Re-sighting wheelie bins

The Team also provide reassurance to local communities and embark on a number of campaigns 

throughout the year e.g. bonfire period, issuing posters during the Christmas period to offer advice to 

reduce burglary’s and leaflet drop information posters to advertise summer activities etc…

The Impact of the Street Intervention Team has been analysed, together with feedback provided by 

individual Street Intervention Team staff members and partner agencies to provide the following overview:

PARTNERSHIPS

The team are developing excellent relationships within the Sefton area: -

 With dog walkers/joggers – interested in knowing what the team do.  Adults like to share 

information regarding where young people are hanging about/what issues there are in the area. 

They often tell the team that there is a lack of police presence, so it is reassuring to see other 

uniformed staff in the community as it gives them reassurance. 

 With many local centres e.g. Bootle Leisure Centre, Crosby Youth & Community Centre, NAC

 Local shopkeepers – The team visit and discuss with them issues they may be experiencing and 

gather intelligence in relation to any local anti-social behaviour.

ANECDOTAL EVIDENCE FROM SIT TEAM

 The team is not too big to be intimidating to young people and the majority of young people are 

happy to see the team’s presence and happy to chat with the team.

 Young people are curious about the team as they are in uniform but are not the police – they are 

open to listening and react well when being given advise about safety or planned activities happing 

in the area. They also say that the team are very approachable

 The times of the shift work well – always lots of engagement at the beginning of the shift as there 

are plenty of young people on the streets

STATISTICS (from Nov 2018 – Aug 2019) 

No. of deployments 47

No. of YP engaged with 537 Male  322 Female



No of YP signposted Princes Trust Programme

MFRS Fire Cadets

Netherton Activity Centre

Advice given to YP 67 Personal Safety in parks when seen alone

Impact of fires on the community

Arson – that it’s a criminal offence & can 

affect future employment prospects

No. of adults engaged with 663

No. of wheelie bins re-sighted 28

No. of leaflets given out 182 Arson

Summer activities

Princes Trust/Fire Cadets - MFRS Lakeside 

Activity Centre

NAC Activities

No. of overflowing skips reported 1

No. of fly-tipping reported 12

No. of faulty lights reported 3

No. of scrambler  bikes reported

FIRE STATISTICS FOR SEFTON 2018-19

• 7.5% reduction in all deliberate fires

• 22% reduction in primary deliberate fires

• 54.1% reduction in deliberate dwelling fires

• 7.8% reduction in deliberate vehicle fires

• 4.3% reduction in deliberate secondary fires (ASB) 

LEARNING

 Many young people comment that there is nothing to do in the area.  The only activities that are 

given to young people are sporting activities and if you’re not sports minded, there continues to be 

nothing to do. Maybe this is an area of research that needs to be undertaken to find out what non-

sports related activities the young people would be interested in engaging in.



IMPROVEMENTS

 Social Media could be better improved – articles in the local paper regarding the impact of the 

team in the Community.

 Although the team are advised by Sefton Council where to be deployed – the team feel that they 

get a lot of extra information whilst out on shift (about an event/about a local issue etc..). The team 

would like greater “flexibility” to allow them to go “off piste” so to speak – so they can react whilst 

out on shift to an emerging issue.

 The SIT team would like to do more multi-agency work – maybe go out with the police/local youth 

workers – to show the community that different agencies are working together.

 During the school holidays, the team’s deployment times could be more flexible – as the team have 

stated that shift times are too early during the school holidays as young people are hanging around 

the streets a lot later.

 Most of the deployments are requested via Sefton Councils Parks, Green Space and Coastal Team, 

meaning that the team are mainly deployed in parks.  The team have found that the young people 

congregating in the parks are not really causing issues. 

 The police do not always mention when they have put in a Dispersal Order – as such, teams are 

often visiting areas not realising there is a dispersal order in place, which leads to lack of youth 

engagement.

 The team could be used more to specifically support individual and multi-agency campaigns; 

particularly when dealing with an emerging trend or other seasonal issues.


